
 

Please read carefully. 

WARNING: Avoid drilling into any 
electrical wires / conduit, plumbing, 
HVAC duct work, or any other item that 
may get damaged from drilling.

Should there be any concern where 
these hazards are within the given 
wall, please contact your professional 
electrician or plumber prior to drilling.

The Sticotti Modular Shelving System 
can be mounted on many different 
wall surfaces as long as they are 
sturdy enough to support the shelving. 
Different wall materials require different 
types of fasteners. Use fasteners 
suitable for the walls in your home

Do not re use screws or plugs.

WARNING

and most secure method of attachment.

CAUTION - MAX LOAD: Total weight bearing capacity is limited by the amount of 
shelves, the type of screw and the wall to which the shelving unit is attached, it 
must never go over 65lbs (30kg) per screw.

WARNING: Serious or fatal crashing injuries can occur from furniture tip-over. 

WALL MATERIAL

DRYWALL OR PLASTER WITH  
AVAILABLE WOOD STUD.

SCREW INSERTED DIRECTLY 
INTO STUD.

DRYWALL WITHOUT AVAILABLE  
WOOD STUD.

BRASS SCREW WITH PLUG.

CONCRETE, BRICK OR HOLLOW BLOCK. BRASS SCREW WITH PLUG

ANCHORING DEVICE

 

Sticotti Bookshelf____Assembly Instructions

To meet the weight bearing capacity of the shelving it is mandatory that the 
wall mount (H) be fastened through drywall directly to wall studs. 

For this reason it is imperative to use your stud finder to determine the 
location of studs if you have drywalls.

***NOTE: Pre-drilled holes in the wall mount are located every 13,72" on 
center to match the modulation of the bookshelf. Construction standars 

for the US and Canada use a typical 16”on center placement of wall studs, 
so if you have to install the bookshelf on a drywall you will have to 

make the extra holes in the wall mount to match those with the studs 
(not necessary if you have concrete or wooden wall).***

STEP 1

This instructions can be complemented with our assembly video on our website.
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***NOTE 3: To make an extra hole in the wall mount: 
a-  Use a 3/8” drill bit for wood and drill 1/4" depth.

b- Use a 1/4” drill bit for wood and drill a through hole.    
c- Secure the wall mount to the wall with a screw. (STEP 2)

d- Attach the wood cover to the screw with glue.***

***NOTE 2: If extra holes had to be made in the wall mount to match the 
screws with the studs, included in the bag are wooden covers 

for the screw head.***

Hang the vertical poles (V) positioning them just over the ramps in 
the wall mount that match with the screw heads.

STEP 3

Mount the Shelves in the pole slots (S). 
To mount the shelves (S) simply align the notches on the shelf (S) 
with the notches on the vertical support (V) and slide them into one 

another. For proper attachment, slide the shelf (S) until it lightly 
touches the wall at which point you will know it is on all the way. 

Repeat until all shelves (S) have been added.

Combine multiple units to create additional storage. 
Shelves can be rearranged into multiple design options.

STEP 4

Check the height to place the bookshelf. Grab your level and the wall mount, 
and mark the wall lightly with a pencil where the wall mount holes are 

on the wall. Drill the wall into the first mark with the 5/16 ”drill bit. At this point, 
check one last time that the center drill hole has reached the stud.

Secure the wall mount (H) to the wall with a screw through the first hole. 
Repeat with the rest of the holes checking with the level that the wall mount is aligned.

***NOTE: This step may require two people.***

STEP 2

 

TOOLS

5/16” - 3/8“ - 1/4” DRILL BITS POWER DRILL PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER LADDERLEVELSTUD FINDERPENCILTAPE MEASURE

S V H


